
Skokie 847-677-2010         Glenview 847-657-9020        Wheeling 847-537-2255

Saw Circ. 16”
CAUTION: Never wear gloves when operating or adjusting the saw.
When sawing
Grasp the rear handle with your right hand, the front grip with your left. Set the base plate on the wood
to be cut without the blade making any contact. Then switch the saw on. Now simply move the saw
forward over the wood surface, keeping it flat and advancing smoothly until the sawing is completed. To
get clean cuts, keep your sawing line straight and your speed of advance uniform.

Switch action
Before plugging in the tool, check the trigger action. Pull the trigger in the handle to be sure that it reverts
to the OFF position after being released. The switch is made to prevent unintended or careless switch-on
that might endanger the operator or bystanders. The lock-off button must be pressed in and the trigger in
the handle pulled for the tool to be switched on. When the trigger in the handle is released, the lock-off
mechanism cuts in automatically to lock the tool in the OFF condition.
CAUTION: Grip the tool handle firmly when starting or stopping the tool, since there is an initial and final
reaction.
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For the cutting position
There is a slot on the front base. The right side of the slot is straight.
Align it with your cutting line on the wood, if you intend to do straight cutting. For bevel cutting, use the
left side of the notch for 45" cuts.

Adjusting cutting depth
By raising the lock lever and loosening the screw holding the guide plate, the base may be moved up or
down. Thus the blade protrusion, or depth of the saw blade, can be adjusted. When it is completed, lower
and fasten the lock lever back into place.
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Replacing saw blade
Do not replace with a saw blade larger than 415 mm (16-5/16").
Two wrenches are provided. Use the larger one (22) to grip the flange hard and the smaller one (13) to
loosen the bolt in the direction of the saw revolution. Remove blade. (See arrows in photo). When
installing the new blade, keep the blade markings on the outside; tighten the bolt to the right. For safety's
sake during the entire operation, always have the tool unplugged.

For bevel work
Loosen the wing nuts on the bevel scale plate on the front of the base. Set for de- sired angle (0 - 45') by
tilting accordingly, then retighten the wing nuts firmly.
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